AMBUSH!

Nature’s Wrath: Humans be nice.
The Ferocious attack of Ondoy

By Lovely Domingo
Gipfel Reyes

Human kind is the supreme ruler of the planet Earth. We are supposedly on top of the food chain - the most intelligent and powerful beings. We are so full of ourselves that we never stop to think about the consequences of our actions. Why should we? We are so mighty that nothing can hurt us! But the truth is no one was spared - the rich and the poor alike. We felt the power of nature as if we were slapped on the face with the cold reality of nature's rage.

Natural disasters are extreme, sudden events caused by environmental factors that injure people and damage property. Earthquakes, windstorms, floods, and disease all strike anywhere on earth, often without warning. Flooding spawned by Typhoon "Ondoy" in the Philippines, is just the latest in a series of natural disasters that have afflicted the archipelago. Typhoon Ondoy (known overseas as Ketsana) started with strong rainfalls on the night of September 25 2009. Many underestimated its strength. Unexpectedly, downpours began that may compare to a month's rainfall. It devastated Metro Manila and other parts of the Philippines.

Estimated strength of the rain poured heavily within six hours and equal to the rainfall that is usually experienced in a month. The excessive volume of floodwater, coupled with the fast water flow, resulted to heavy destruction and massive flooding within Metro Manila, Quezon City, Marikina, Rizal and other parts of Luzon. This is the highest record of heavy rain in the country in forty two years. Many were stranded along the way but what was the saddest was when persons went missing and deaths arose.
Season's greetings to all!

I am very happy to share my thoughts on this issue of our college journal as your literary contributions here keep our college community connected. It is a key source for news and information for our campus. Through it, everyone gets to know what is happening on campus—from fun recreational activities to serious issues like student government elections and other developments. Similarly, it gives students an opportunity to write and publish fresh and young content. Young writers get an excellent opportunity for displaying their talent and more so, aside from the literary experience students get, the publication will always be guaranteed relevance from the point of view of students. This is why college papers are a vital part of college life and can usually be seen in the hands of every student as you walk around campus.

Keeping everyone abreast of new developments is even more important as we come to celebrate the advent of Christmas and draw this year to a close. I am confident that through your publication, you will continue to inspire peace and goodwill during this season of giving and reflection as we celebrate the birth of our Savior, Jesus Christ.

Again, my warmest greetings and best of the holidays to everyone.

The College Dean

Greetings,

Congratulations to the editorial staff of CODE BLUE. Your maiden issue is a milestone in the history of Our Lady of Guadalupe Colleges.

After some time, we will again have an official source of information and outlet for your hidden literacy ability. Christmas is upon us, and with it, merriment and happiness. However, let us not forget the lessons of Christ taught us through his birth—Humility, Self-sacrifice, and love for all.

A Happy Christmas to everyone!

Zonaida M. Celestino, RN, M.A.N.
Dean, College of Nursing
Our Lady of Guadalupe Colleges, Inc.
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DARE TO ASK?

ASK Honor Society has been one of the top clubs for some time for its surprising activeness and energy. The organization has been functioning for more than a year now, which started in July 2008 under the supervision of Mr. Bob.

Gearing towards the year ahead, ASK HONOR SOCIETY will continue to fulfill the mission in equipping the members for lifelong endeavor and preparation to global challenges.

TROPA BAILE

Did you know that... by Gigi Reyes

AHNIB outbreak began in Mexico on March 18, 2009, and there were over 800 cases and 89 deaths in that country in just a few days.

TROPE FACILITATOR CIRCLE (PFC)

PEER ADVISER: Mr. Joaquin A. Mendoza
Presently, the PFC is composed of 8 members namely:
Kenneth Mercado
Anjay Marie Hao
Mae Ann Lawanan
Leanne Kristina Correa
Diney Meryl Cruz
Michael John Rey
Veraylna Bautista
Marina Kristina Serrano

About PFC:
Today's role is challenging to students everyday: they are task with problems and difficulties brought by the conflicting demands of school work and personal concerns. Coping becomes a daily exercise in the life of students. The nursing course being in the science profession entails learning to develop sound coping mechanisms in handling situations which became the primary objective of this organization.

The Guidance Office primarily aims the creation of the Peer Facilitator Circle (PFC) to serve as an arm of the counselor in the activities and implementation of the services and programs of the office vis-a-vis the development of sound attitude serving others, among others.
The Most Ad-MYRA-ble
AT YOUR SERBS
By Lovely Domingo

Gipel Reyes

Students, college officials and co-teachers agree on her dedication and commitment to her students. She is an inspiration to her students and an example of how to do her job with excellence.

She is a member of the Nursing Club and has been involved in various community service activities. She is an active member of the Nursing Club and has been involved in various community service activities.

She is also a member of the Nursing Club and has been involved in various community service activities. She is an active member of the Nursing Club and has been involved in various community service activities.

She is committed to her job and takes her responsibilities seriously. She has a strong work ethic and is always willing to go the extra mile to help her students achieve their goals.

She is an excellent teacher and has a great ability to connect with her students. Her students love her and respect her for the way she conducts herself.

She is a true professional and always puts her students first. She is a great role model for all who know her.

Campus Head Turners
By Archival Vill C. A. V. Belo

Loren Bertrice T. Tadac
February 22, 1994
Mandaluyong City
Trinity College Staff

Denise de Guzman
January 1, 1994
Mandaluyong City
Trinity College Staff

Pamela blanco
March 16, 1993
Mandaluyong City
Trinity College Staff

Alondra José de Las Alas
October 10, 1993
Mandaluyong City
Trinity College Staff

Olivia N. Nuño
August 22, 1993
Mandaluyong City
Trinity College Staff

Carlo Nantoño
August 22, 1993
Mandaluyong City
Trinity College Staff

Kevin Ray Incay
May 15, 1993
Mandaluyong City
Trinity College Staff

Heros and His Heroes

By Lovely Domingo

Gipel Reyes

They say that heroes are always around us, even if we don’t see them. Heroes are those who do good deeds without expecting anything in return. They are the ones who make our world a better place.

Heroes come in all shapes and sizes. They can be ordinary people who do extraordinary things. They can be people who help others in need, or people who risk their lives to save others.

Heroes are inspiring. They motivate us to do our best, to be our best selves. They remind us that we can make a difference, no matter how small.

Heroes are not always famous. They can be people who live in our communities, or people who are unknown to the public. They are the ones who are doing the work that needs to be done.

Heroes are special. They are the ones who inspire us to be better. They are the ones who remind us that we can make a difference, no matter how small.

Heroes are real. They are the ones who make our world a better place. They are the ones who inspire us to be better. They are the ones who remind us that we can make a difference, no matter how small.

Heroes are memorable. They are the ones who inspire us to be better. They are the ones who remind us that we can make a difference, no matter how small.

Heroes are unforgettable. They are the ones who inspire us to be better. They are the ones who remind us that we can make a difference, no matter how small.

Heroes are heroes! They are the ones who inspire us to be better. They are the ones who remind us that we can make a difference, no matter how small.
A Clinical Instructor's Yuletide by Claudine Marie B. Perez

Christmas is getting close but for a lot of people this does not mean a holiday or a day off, but work as usual. This really happened in our Nurses, instead of celebrating it with their family or loved ones, they have to be there to be of service to humanity. No matter what the season is, Nurses are on the go for a 24-hour duty during the most special occasion of their lives.

As I quote, “Service first, before anything else”

Journalist: How do you spend Christmas in the hospital while you’re on a duty?

Sir Patrick: While on duty during Christmas, I make sure that the Christmas spirit is in the ward. Aside from decorating the ward, me and my colleagues exchange gifts and bring assigned foods for our mini “roche buena”, and at the end of the year as well, our specially trained clerks who are assigned to help people are always with patients, giving them comfort and love.

Just Detours

by A. Brian Fielder
Researched by: Lovely Domingo

I have a little story I thought you would like to share with your friends. Recently, I met a very kind lady who always sends me her mail while I was out of town. I asked her which ones lived in, and she said that her name was a name spoken with a smile when she was out of town. I also knew which houses they lived in. I decided to add one more person to my list for a total of ten. This lady that I decided to add was the one who lived down the street from me. I met her every morning walking to work as I drove down the street. She always manages a contagious smile and a hearty wave. I had no idea what her name was and it was not even sure which house she lived in. My goal was to make small fruit baskets and leave them on each of my neighbor’s front porches or doorstep the night of Christmas Eve for them to find either that night or the next morning. I signed onto one service “Happy Holidays from E104 Northumberland Road”. I knew the friendly lady for long, since I was not exactly sure where she lived. I learned of a house down street where I met each morning and felt relatively sure that it was hers. My neighbors really appreciated the baskets and would tell us as they saw me in the yard or try to catch me, and I was even more turned. This morning on my way to work, I placed my mail in the mailbox and noticed a small note inside. It was addressed simply — Resident, 20 Northumberland Road. I opened the envelope and took out a Thank You card. I opened the card and read the message which really caught me by surprise. The card said “Thank you for the fruit basket”. It was from the porch of Richard Kelly. It was very thoughtful. Richard...”

The Gold Wrapping Paper

Once upon a time, a man punished his five-year-old daughter for using up the family’s only roll of expensive gold wrapping paper before Christmas.

Money was tight. She became even more upset when on Christmas eve, he saw that the child had used the expensive gold paper to decorate a large shoebox she had put under the Christmas tree.

Nevertheless, the next morning the little girl, filled with excitement, brought the gift box to her father and said, “This is for you, Daddy.”

As he opened the box, the father was embarrassed by his earlier reprimand, now regretting how he had punished her.

But when he opened the shoebox, he found it empty and again his anger flared. “Don’t you know young lady,” he said harshly, “when you give a present sometimes you have to put something inside the package!”

The little girl looked up at him with sad tears rolling down her eyes and whispered, “Daddy, it’s not empty. I blew kisses into it until it was full.”

The father was crushed. He fell on his knees and put his arms around his precious little girl. He begged her for forgiveness for his unnecessary anger.

An accident took the life of the child only a short time later. It is told that the father kept this little gold box by his bed for all the years of his life. Whenever he was discouraged or faced with difficult problems, he would open the box, take out an imaginary kiss, and remember the love of this beautiful child who had put it there.

In a very real sense, each of us as human beings have been given an invisible golden box filled with unconditional love and kisses from our children, family, friends, and GOD.
To Win My Personal Battle
by Archieval Vica M.

I am very much certain so will not study in OLG. Not outside.

Those words come to my mind every time I was introduced CLOCC to me. I do not want to take the test in the first place. Multimedia Arts, Education, Photography, and Visual Communication Arts are on my list and apparently, Nursing is not included.

Why did you choose nursing as a profession? Kath, 1,000-3,000 times akin ka tamang yan, hindi kita massacgor ng sawat, sawat ogag okey ka. Kung tanyonin mo ang tuko sa mhalang mawagang tanog na yan, 'to ang mga isangkot ko sa:

(to rule the world)(to rule the spread of microorganisms)(Trip ko lang)(None of the above)

Kahit enumpen ang rehона sa po pagtrabaho sa po, box-office college course na to, like, "Kay, guide to mapping Miss Universe of the World." I said to her, "Magpayapa yan ako, tapos patapata ako sa Las Vegas, tatao ko fullsail yan ang kayamanan ko na denay, deh, deh, mag-pay-off na is any fisherman, nurse na lang," ang importante ah tapusin mo ang simulatan mo. Halik ka na shift ng shift mo. Naka bagong na, nu ya nagpre-pampana, sa amin sa amin. "I'm really tired," I told her. "I'm really tired, I am so tired," she said. "I'm so tired, I am so tired." I said to her, "I am so tired, I am so tired, I am so tired,
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My First Love and My True Love

By Veraylni Bautista

Wrote my first haiku at the age of 10.

Numerous articles published in High School.

School paper associate editor and copyreader at 15.

Lost and won contests in Journalism.

And now, a final goodbye after 11 years of writing.

Besides academics, journalism always made my day, in later grade school and the rest of high school. Studying academic subjects alone was too boring for me.

I joined the school paper. After that, every single day became exciting. I had a lot of things to do, to tell the story of the articles, to interview people, to meet with others. I just love to write.

Aside from the little "gitter" that journalism gave me, I also taught me how to be responsible — and that was my first step on not being too dependent on anything. With that, I become more independent and vigilant in a way, and the thing that I loved the most was the freedom I can be who I really am. I can express my thoughts and share it with others. In a way, I just feel free.

And yes, my writing is still improving.
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